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PREFACE 

The work described in this report was authorized under 
Project No. 10162622A553, CB Defense/General Investigation. This 
work was started and completed in June 1992. 

The use of trade names or manufacturers' names in this 
report does not constitute an official endorsement of any 
commercial products. This report may not be cited for purposes 
of advertisement. 

This report has been approved for release to the 
public. Registered users should request additional copies from 
the Defense Technical Information Center; unregistered users 
should direct such requests to the National Technical Information 
Service. 
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1. 

SIMULANT SELECTION AND ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT 
FOR OPEN-AIR TESTING 

INTRODUCTION 

Scientists and engineers involved in applied research 
or development programs related to chemical defense assessment or 
materiel design often need to perform open-air testing with 
chemical agent simulants. Before conducting open-air testing 
activities with simulants, a systematic examination of possible 
and probable environmental consequences was prepared, and the 
results documented according to applicable federal, state, and 
local regulations. 1•2 

In fulfilling the above mentioned responsibilities, 
these mission-oriented scientists and engineers select the most 
appropriate simulant for the particular application at hand. 
They also compile relevant quantitative data on the likely 
environmental consequences of using the chosen simulant in a 
particular application scenario and certify (through the 
Environmental Assessment (EA) documentation process) that no 
unfavorable environmental impact is likely to occur. 

Simulant selection and environmental impact assessment 
are highly specialized areas for which knowledge of past activ
ities and current data is particularly necessary. Accordingly, 
the Research Directorate at the U.S. Army Chemical Research, 
Development and Engineering Center (CRDEC)* has invested 
considerable effort over the past 8 to 10 years in developing 
basic research data pertinent to simulant selection and 
environmental assessment. In addition, this data has been 
catalogued in easily accessible databases to make the basic 
research knowledge as available as possible to support specific 
developmental activities. 

In particular, the Chemical Agent Simulant Data Center 
(CASDC) 3~J contains extensive data on the physical and chemical 
properties of chemical agent simulants. A short summary of the 
CASDC database is given in Appendix A. This database currently 
contains information on 694 simulant compounds. The Chemometric 
and Biometric Modeling Branch,** Physics Division, periodically 
updates the scientific data in CASDC. The database can be 
accessed*** via the initial menu (Option 2) in the CRDEC Database 
Management System (Appendix B) . 

*Now known as the u.s. Army Edgewood Research, Development and 
Engineering Center. 

**G. Famini, CRDEC, Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD. 

***P . Coon, CRDEC, Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD. 
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An extensive database covering the environmental fate 
and hazards associated with chemical agent simulants is also 
available . This database is known as the Chemical Fate and 
Effects (CF&E) database~~ when it is referred to as a component 
of . the Simulant Program and otherwise as the Environmental Fate 
and Effects (EF&E) database. A short history* of the CF&E 

• database for chemical agent simulants is given in Appendix c. 
Currently, information exists for 68 chemicals. The scientific 
data is continuously updated by the Environmental Toxicology 
Branch,* Toxicology Division. This database can also be accessed 
via the initial menu (Option 1) in the CRDEC Database Management 
System.** 

The extensive database support facilities described 
above are of maximum value to overall Army development efforts 
only when routinely and systematically used by applied 
researchers and development project managers, who expect to 
become involved in open-air testing with chemical agent 
simulants. The purpose of this paper is to help ensure that the 
existence of such support facilities is widely understood by 
those who have to choose simulants for open-air testing and who 
must prepare the required environmental assessment documentation. 
To this end, the paper "walks through" how the databases can be 
used to help select a proper simulant and then illustrates via 
example the nature of the judgement calls that are made in 
analyzing environmental impact. As such, the paper is intended 
to be read in conjunction with the overview of Army environmental 
compliance regulations described in an earlier publication.' 

The following section contains the illustrative 
material showing how the two databases can be used for 
complimentary analysis . The last section contains conclusions 
and recommendations for further work. 

2. SIMULANT SELECTION AND ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT 

This section discusses the way in which the CASDC and 
the CF&E database can be used together to help choose an 
appropriate simulant for a particular application and subse
quently screen it for potential environmental impact. The 
examples follow the methodology used in a document entitled 
"Significance of Expected Environmental Protection Trends for 
Continued Use of GB, GD, and VX Simulants" (unpublished data, 
March 1994) . 

*R. Wentsel, CRDEC, Aperdeen Proving Ground, MD. 

**S. Lawhorne, CRDEC, Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD. 
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For the purposes of this report, we will assume that 
the chemical agent to be simulated is GB. Using CASDC, it is 
possible to produce a list of compounds that have been used to 
simulate GB. Such a list is shown in Table 1. 

Table 1~ GB Simulants 

Name CRDEC No. CAS Registry No. 

Diethyl Ethylphosphonate 002 78-38-6 

1-Bromobutane 007 109-65-9 

Diisopropylmethyl-phosphonate 108 1445-75-6 

Dimethylmethylphosphonate 116 756-79-6 

Dimethylpphosphonate 119 868-85-9 

Methyl acetoacetate 180 105-45-3 

1,2,3-Trichloropropane 221 96-18-4 

Diethyl Methylphosphonate 251 683-08-9 

Ethyl-2-Hydroxypropionate 252 97-64-3 

2,4-Hexadienyl Acetate 264 -----
Chlorobenzene 608 108-90-7 

Deciding which simulant is a "best match" to the actual 
agent can be determined using the "ratio distance" method 
described by R. Crosier. 15 Using this method, the various 
properties associated with the simulant (denoted SJ are combined 
with the corresponding properties of the actual agent 
(denoted ~) according to the following formula. 

antilog £[log( 
8~)]

2 

Jml Al 

Different kinds of experiments, however, may require a 
tighter match to certain properties than others. For example, 
experiments emphasizing droplet evaporation and vapor 
dissemination might require close matches on volatility and 
dens1ty, whereas experiments dealing with decontamination and 
contact issues might put a premium on surface tension and 
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density. 5
•
15

•
17 Such sensitivity studies and hierarchial clusterin~ 

techniques have been reported in a previously published report. 1 

To illustrate the kind of sensitivity studies that may 
be required, we assume that t~e key properties needed for 
matching simulant to agent are as follows: 

• surface tension, normal boiling point, vapor 
pressure, density, volatility, and molecular weight 

• volatility and density only 

• surface tension and density only 

Knowing the specific values versus the actual agent 
values for the above combination of properties is necessary to 
apply the ratio distance formula. These values, which can be 
extracted from the CASDC database, are listed in Table 2. 

The results of applying the ratio distance metric to 
the values shown in Table 2 are displayed in Table 3. As can be 
seen from Table 3, the simulants that "best match" the actual 
agent vary depending upon which sets of properties are deemed 
most important to match. For example, the top three matches 
considering surface tension and density only (decontamination or 
contact studies) are the compounds CRDEC No. 002, 251, and 108. 
For experiments in which volatility and density are relatively 
more important, (droplet evaporation and vapor dissemination 
studies) the top three matches are CRDEC No. 119, 221, and 252. 
These results graphically illustrate the importance of thoroughly 
understanding the properties that are most important to simulate 
in a particular experimental configuration. Once this is done, 
the data in the CASDC database, together with the ratio distance 
calculation, can be used to determine a "rank ordered'' list of 
simulants to be considered for use. 

We turn now to the use of the ·CF&E database to 
associate environmental impact data with the simulants that 
appear on the rank ordered list from the above mentioned steps. 

For example, suppose we were interested in simulants 
for the surface tension and density properties {decontamination 
and contact studies). Of the simulants displayed in Table 2, 
only the following three are currently in the CF&E database: 

• CRDEC No. 108, CAS #1445-75-6, Diisopropylmethy
phosphonate (DIMP) 

• CRDEC No. 116, CAS #756-79-6, Dimethylmethylphospho
nate (DMMP) 

• CRDEC No. 119, 868-85-9, Dimethylphosphonate (DMHP) 
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~ 
~ 

CRDEC 
No. 

002 

007 

108 

116 

119 

180 

221 

251 

252 

264 

608 

GB 

Surface 
Tension 

28.68 @ 20 °C 

25.46 @ 20 °C 

28.78@ 20 °C 

36.8 @ 20 °C 

37.6 @ 20 °C 

36.1 @ 20 °C 

37.8 @ 20 °C 

30.24 @ 20 °C 

~9.9 @ 25 °C 

33.56 @ 20 °C 

26.5 @ 20 °C 

25.9 @ 25 °C 

Table 2. GB Simulant Properties 

Molecular Normal Boiling 
Point Vapor Pressure Density Volatility Weight 

198 @ 760 mm Hg 0.3814 @ 25 °C 1.03 @ 20 °C 3407 @ 25 °C 

19 @ 760 mm Hg 40 @ 25 °C 1. 27 @ 25 °C 295000 @ 25 °C 

190 @ 760 mm Hg 0.274 @ 25 °C 0.976 @ 25 °C 2654 @ 25 °C 

173 @ 760 mm Hg 0.613 @ 25 °C 1.16 @ 25 °C 4900 @ 20 °C 

171 @ 760 mm Hg 

172 @ 760 mm Hg 

158 @ 760 mm Hg 

194 @ 760 mm Hg 

154 @ 760 mm Hg 

4.52 @ 25 °C 

1.58 @ 25 °C 

3 . 53 @ 25 °C 

0.159 @ 20 °C 

1.9 @ 20 °C 

1. 2 @ 25 °C 26500 @ 20 °C 

1.07 @ 25 °C 9900 @ 20 °C 

1.39 @ 20 °C 28000 @ 20 °C 

1.04 @ 30 °C 1323 @ 20 °C 

1.03 @ 25 °C 123000 @ 20 °C 

132 @ 760 mm Hg 10.0 @ 22.2 °C 1.11 @ 20 oc 61084 @ 22.2 °C 

157.7@ 760 mm Hg 2 . 1@ 20 °C 1.095@ 20 °C 16199.4@ 20 °C 

2.9 @ 25 °C 1.089 @ 25 °C 22063.1 @ 25 °C 

166.158 

137.02 

180.186 

124.077 

110.05 

116.118 

147.432 

152.131 

118.134 

140.184 

112.56 

140.1 



Table 3. Sensitivity Analysis on Ratio Distances for GB Simulants 

All Six Properties Volatility and Density Only Surface Tension and Density Only 
CRDEC No. Distance CRDEC No. Distance CRDEC No. Distance 

119 1.92 119 1.23 002 1.10 
221 2 . 06 221 1.82 251 1.15 

180 2.92 252 1.90 108 1.16 .... 
1\J 

608 6.50 180 2.23 007 1.17 

252 7. 71 608 3.25 252 1.17 

116 8.97 116 4.51 608 1.27 

002 16.03 002 6.48 180 1.36 

108 24.27 608 8.34 116 1.40 

251 36.83 251 12.25 119 1.44 

007 70.54 007 13.43 221 1.53 



The information contained in the CF&E database on each 
of these compounds is shown in Appendix D. 

In judging the acceptability of using the above 
simulants for open-air testing, same assumptions have to be made. 
We assume in this paper that documented evidence of mutagenicity, 
reproductive effects, tumorigenicity, human exposure criteria, 
and ecotoxicity would signal a potential user that difficulties 
in securing the appropriate EA approval lie ahead. 

For example, consider the first compound listed 
above - DIMP. As can be seen from examining the information in 
Appendix D, DIMP is not listed in the Toxic Substance Conserva
tion Act (TSCA) inventory, as a hazardous waste under Resource 
conservation Recovery Act (RCRA), or as a hazardous substance 
under Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and 
Liabilities Act (CERCLA) or Federal Water Pollution Control Act 
(FWPCA) • Diisopropylmethylphosphonate has b~en found to be 
nonmutagenic when administered to mice, rats, and dogs. In 
experiments with rats, no teratogenic effects or dose-related 
reproduction responses occurred. No information about tumor~ 
igenicity exists in the database. No threshold limit values for 
human exposure criteria have been found. From the above data, 
any opponent to a publicly advertised EA notice clearly would 
have considerable difficulty in blocking proposed open-air 
testing based on doc~mented evidence of mammalian toxicity. 

From the standpoint of ecotoxicity, there is evidence 
that DIMP can cause gross (transient) phytotoxicity response to 
tall fescue and short-needle pine. Diisopropylmethylphosphonate 
also can burn the leaf tips of Black Valentine beans and 
Whitchita Wheat at aqueous concentration of 10-40 ppm. In 
addition, LD50 values of 1500 ~gfg have been established for the 
soil/earthworm assay. Thus, depending on the "scale" of the 
experiment that a researcher/developer might be planning and the 
relative "sensitivity" of the local community, there exists some 
grounds for anticipating a possible delay in obtaining EA 
approval. Examination of the environmental fate data also 
contributes to this concern, because DIMP biodegradation in soil 
and water is quite slow and biocentration in some plants has been 
demonstrated. 

We next consider DMMP. Dimethylmethylphosphonate is 
listed in the TSCA inventory but is not listed as a hazardous 
waste under RCRA or as a hazardous substance under CERCLA or 
FWPCA. In the absence of metabolic activation, DMMP produced no 
mutagenic effects to bacteria (salmonella) in Ames tests but was 
mutagenic to mouse lymphoma cells. There is also evidence that 
DMMP reduces sperm counts, sperm mobility, and fertility for male 
rats. The National Toxicology Program (NTP) is currently testing 
DMMP for carcinogenic activity. Dimethylmethylphosphonate is not 
listed in NTP's latest Annual Report on carcinogens; however, 
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data will probably support an NTP classification of "reasonably 
anticipated to be a carcinogen" - sufficient evidence in animals 
and inadequate data in humans. No threshold limit values have 
been established for DMMP, although, DMMP is known to cause 
irritation to the eyes, skin, and respiratory tract. Also, the 
surgeon General has approved the use of thickened DMMP for use in 
field decontamination vulnerability tests. From the above, it is 
clear that enough data on unfavorable efforts for non-humans 
exists to sustain concerns that might be raised by an EA 
opponent. Some evidence also exists for ecotoxicity-bluegills 
and fathead minnows. At the least, a potential, researcher/ 
developer should anticipate ~elays in obtaining EA approval for 
open-air testing with DMMP although "scope and scale" would also 
figure significantly into the analysis. 

The last compound we consider is DMHP. The TSCA 
inventory lists DMHP, but it is neither listed ·as a hazardous 
material by DOT, nor as a hazardous waste under RCRA, or as a 
hazardous substance under CERCLA or FWPCA. No information about 
mutagenicity or reproductive effects is available in the CF&E 
database. The NTP is testing DMHP for carcinogenicity. No 
threshold limit values for human exposure to DMHP have been 
established. Other than the fact that phosphonates will undergo 
photolytic reactions with sunlight to produce orthophosphonates, 
which in turn can serve as a sole phosphorous source to aquatic 
plants, no issues exist with regard to ecotoxicity. Based on the 
above, obtaining EA approval to conduct open-air testing with 
DMHP should be relatively straightforward. 

The above discussions illustrate that unlike the 
"algorithmic nature" of trying to match properties of an agent to 
a simulant, deciding whether a particular simulant will easily 
pass through the EA process is highly judgmental. The 
information contained in the CF&E database is essential for 
producing evidence of potential mammalian or ecotoxicity and for 
demonstrating that the researcher/developer proposing an open-air 
test with simulants has followed the "prudent man" rule by 
consulting available data sources, which can be presumed to be 
current and scientifically accurate. However, judgments and 
interpretations that may be site specific, as well as dependent 
upon proposed scope and scale of the experiment, still have to be 
rendered. In cases where the researcher/developer is uncertain 
about the nature of the decision that can be supported by the 
available data, consultation with the Environmental Quality 
Office is essential. It may also be advisable to ask for "expert 
judgment" after a thorough and systematic preliminary analysis 
using the CASDC and the CF&E databases, as well as the EQO file 
of previous EAs, has been performed. 
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3. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER WORK 

In this paper, the two key u.s. Army Chemical Research, 
Development and Engineering Center (CRDEC} databases that have 
been examined are Chemical Agent Simulant Data Center (CASDC) and 
the Chemical Fate and Effects (CF&E). These databases have been 
developed over the last 8 to 10 years that made possible the 
systematic use of basic research data to select appropriate 
simulants and screen them for environmental impact. Our focus 
has been on illustrating how these two databases, which are 
accessible via the CRDEC Database Management System, can be used 
by an applied research/development project manager who must 
choose an appropriate simulant for open-air testing and in 
conjunction with the Environmental Quality Office (EQO} gain 
timely approval for use of the simulant by following the 
Environmental Assessment documentation process. 

To illustrate the problem of simulant choice, we chose 
a particular agent (GB}, accessed via CASDC the set of all 
compounds that had been used to simulate GB, and then produced a 
set of "rank ordered" lists by applying R. Crosier's "ratio 
distance" metric (unpublished data, March 1994). We then 
accessed the CF&E database to discover what kinds of information 
are available to support "findings of no significant impact 
statements" or "otherwise" in the required Environmental · 
Assessment (EA) documentation for open-air testing with . the 
various simulants. Of the eleven simulant compounds in the 
CASDC, only three were also cross-referenced in the CF&E 
database. Examination of the data for these three simulants 
revealed that two simulants would be questionable (one highly so) 
for use in open-air testing; whereas, one simulant would probably 
be appropriate under most experimental situations. Relatively 
more than was the case with simulant selection (via the ratio 
distance metric), substantial context-dependent judgment is 
required to interpret the implications of the data that is 
available for the potential environmental impact of open-air 
testing with simulants. Recourse to "expert judgment" may often 
be advisable after preliminary analysis, using the above 
databases and the EQO's file of pr.evious EA documents, has been 
completed. To assist in this access to "experts", CRDEC has 
recently formed a Simulant Use Committee (Appendix E). This 
committee should provide the beginnings of what may become a much 
more automated set of. "expert system" capabilities build around 
the CASDC and CF&E databases. 

With this long-term (and difficult) goal in mind, there 
are several areas where additional research work appears to be 
warranted. 

The first deals with the addition of a "ratio distance" 
calculational element to the CASDC. Currently, it is possible to 
use the database screening features in CASDC to list various 
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subsets of the 694 compounds in the database and their associated 
properties. It would be ' convenient to be able to then apply a 
"ratio distance" calculation to the chosen list of simulants for 
a particular agent and a particular set of properties that are 
thought to be most appropriate to the experiment being 
considered. Such a capability would provide a useful "first 
pass" at a "rank-ordered" list and make any subsequent 
interactions with the Simulant User Committee more productive. 
Refinements on this idea could in time lean to an "expert system" 
program that would combine data in CASDC together with a 
knowledge base of rules provided by simulant experts and provide 
an on-line "simulant choice service" to applied researchers or 
development project mangers. Such a capability would be even 
more helpful if it could also access the data in CF&E together 
with a knowledge base of rules about potential environmental 
impact. This latter capability is likely to be extremely 
difficult (if at all possible) as considerable variability in 
applications and the context- dependent nature of judgements that 
have to be made in the environmental acceptability area. 

A second area for further work deals with the 
incorporation of the EQO's past files of EA documents into CASDC. 
These EA documents offer "precedent" information that can be 
helpful to a developer contemplating using certain simulants for 
open-air testing. These documents currently exist in "hard copy" 
form in the EQO. It would be of considerable value if the key 
precedent data in each could be extracted and added to the 
simulant records in CASDC. In this way, a developer could 
identify at the time of simulant analysis whether an EA had been 
filed before, and if so, who the appropriate point of contact for 
further information might be . 

The last area deals with closing data gaps between 
compounds in CASDC and those in CF&E. There are about ten times 
as many compounds in CASDC as in CF&E. Given the expense 
required to conduct extensive experiments or environmental fate 
and effects for simulants, it is unlikely that this gap will be 
closed in the near future. Current efforts with finite resources 
will continue to follow prioritization schemes such as those 
described in8 as well as respond to requirements from multiple 
Government customers. Conceivably, software packages are now 
becoming available to estimate toxicity values when certain 
chemical properties of the simulant are known and could be of 
considerable help in closing the data gap between CASDC and CF&E, 
as well as responding to "new threats". The TOPKAT system 
(conversation with H. Salem, R. Wentsel, and N. Chester, CRDEC, 
June 1992) under development by the Toxicology Division is an 
example of this emerging set of capabilities as is the software 
produced by COMPUDRUG. 18 These new capabilities should be given 
added emphasis in future work activities supporting the Simulant 
Program. 
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APPENDIX A 

CRDEC'S SIMULANT PROGRAM 
CHEMICAL 
RESEARCH, 
DEVELOPMENT & 
ENGINEERING 
CENTER 

CRDEC'S SIMULANT PROGRAM 

March 1m 

The cost and risk associated with the extensive use of 
chemical or biological warfare agents for developing 
and testing military equipment bas led to an 
aggressive application of simulants. Simulants are 
chemicals or chemical substances that mimic one or 
more properties of chemical or biological agents. 
Different simulants are often used, depending on tl;le 
application, because it is not possible to select a 
compound as a simulant where all properties are 
exactly the same as the agent. 

The Simulant Program was created to consolidate 
simulant information and data, develop a systematic 
approach to selecting simulanU!, and to establish 
CRDEC as a focal point for simulant technology. A 
major goal of the program was to collect and collate 
data in a systematic and retrievable form so that 
subsequent workers can benefit from previous 
research. By including the rationale for simulant 
selection, subsequent users should be able to continue 
the line of reasoning or change for their specific 
application. The availability of this information 
should minimize the perfunctory adoption of a 
simulant for the wrong purpose. For documentation 
on CRDEC's simulant program, refer to 
CRDEC-SP-88012, Simulant Program, February 
1988. 

As a way of identifying simulant needs and assisting 
engineers and scientists to identify those needs, the 
simulant program sponsors an annual workshop 
dealing solely with simulant-related issues. Having 
just completed its sixth year, the International 
Si.mulant Workshop is held the first week of March; 
the seventh workshop will be held 2-4 March 1993. 
The proceedings from previous years are documented 
in CRDEC-SP..()()2, Proceedings of the Second 
lnternaticnal Simulant Workshop, ~mber 1988, 
CRDEC-SP-011, Proceedings of the Third 

International Simulanr Workshop, November 1989, 
and CRDEC-SP-025, Proceedings of the Fourrh 
International Simulant Workshop, July 1990. The 
proceedings of the Fifth and Sixth International 
Workshop are currently in publication. If you desire 
additional information on our simulants program or 
the workshop, please contact George R. Famini at 
(410) 671-2670 or DSN 584-2670. 

CRDEC's Simulant Data Center serves as a 
repository for simulant information that can be easily 
retrieved through computer searches. Because it is 
part of the Data Management Office system, the data 
base is accessible, via CRDEC's Workplace 
Automation· System, to those with authorized userid 
and password. The data base contains numerical data 
on chemical and physical properties and textual 
information on the use and application of simulants. 
All of the compounds frequently used as simulants 
are included as well as others that were previously 
considered. Today there are 750 compounds in the 
data base, and we expect this number to continue to 
increase as new information becomes available. 

Detailed information on the 
Simulant Data Center is available 
in the Data Base Users' Guide for 
the Chemical Agent Simulant Data 
Center (Second Edition), 
CRDEC-SP-037. This guide con
tains discussions of all the data 

.,¢~~ 

~ , & I 
A3CO 

items, procedures for conducting searches, and 
qualifying information. Further information can be 
obtained from the Simulant Data Center Manager, 
Phillip A. Coon, (410) 671-3248 or DSN 584-3248. 

Approved for public rtle.au; dinTibu.tion i1 unllmiud. 
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THE CRDEC SIMULANT PROGRAM 

George R. Famini 
U.S. Army Chemical Resarch, Development and Engineering Center 

Aberdeen Proving Center, MD, 21010 USA 

INTRODUCTION 

Because of the emphasis on environmental, security and health issues, chemical and 
biological agent simulants have become very widely used in the development and tesing of 
chemical defense equipment and procedures. In fact, in many cases, only testing involving 
simulants can be done. This includes outdoor testing; testing at a non-surety laboratory (such 
as a university) are two examples. Although the use of simulants date back some thirty years, 
much of the results, selection criteria, etc. remains fragmented and unknown to most DoD 
simulant users. 

In an effort to rectify this problem, the U.S. Army Chemical Research, Development and 
Engineering Center developed a simulant program, responsible for the accumulation and 
dissemination of simulant related information. Now in it's eighth year, the program provides 
physical and chemical property data on prospective simulants, as well as recommendations on 
which simulants might be appropriate for a given experiment. 

The Simulant Program was begun in an effort to address four aspects of testing and 
experimentation with simulants: a) acting as a central repository for simulant related 
information, b) measurement of important physical and chemical properties, c) development 
of physical and chemical property estimation routines, and d) assist the end item developer in 
the selecting the appropriate simulant for his/her application. 

The Simulant Program is divided into three general areas of concentration; databasing 
and modeling, environmental and toxicological properties, and physical and chemical properties. 
Each of these areas focuses on a specific area where deficiencies have been identified regarding 
information on simulants. 

DATABASING 

In order for the Simulant Program to be effective in disseminating information in a timely 
and efficient manner, it was necessary to compile as much data pertinent to the use of chemical 
simulants and preserve it in a computerized database. In this way, information regarding 
simulants can be readily retrieved. To date, the Simulant Program manages two databases, the 
Chemical Agent Simulant Data Center (CASDC) and the Chemical Fate and Effects Database 
(CFED). 

The CASDC project was begun when it was realized that, although there was a lot of 
physical, chemical, toxicological, and application data on chemical agent simulants, the data was 
located in many different places. As such, selecting the most appriopriate was often "hit or 
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miss", depending on the particular source a scientist happened to find. With the greater 
constraints on agent testing, and the complete moratorium on outdoor testing of agents, it was 
vital that as much information regarding simulants was available to as many people as possible. 

The CASDC resides on a DEC Vax 111785 running the VMS operating system. The 
MACCX-II software for Molecular Design, LTD is used to manage the database. MACCS-II 
is specifically designed for chemical databases and provides a graphical interface, structure 
visualization, and a "point and click" menu system. MACCS-II permits, not recall of all stored 
information on a particular data record, but also complex searching involving any of the data 
fields. Specific numbers can be searched for (for example a compound that boiled at exactly 
200C), or ranges can be searched (all compounds can be identified if they boil between 190-210 
C). In addition, sequential searching is also possible, where the "hit list" from one search is the 
input list for the next search. This allows for searching on multiple properties. 

The CASDC is principally used to store and search for physical and chemical property 
data on chemical simulants. In addition, some information on each simulant has been included 
on the particular application, toxicity, and whether it was actually used or just recommended or 
screened for simulant use. The CASDC currently contains property data on over 700 
compounds that have been used, or considered for use as simulants. Table 1 lists the specific 
properties that is available in the CASDC. 

The CASDC is commonly used in one of two manners. A user who knows which 
simulant he/she wishes to utilize in a given experiment may search for the specific compound , 
and extract the physical and chemical prope11ies on that compound. Alternately, a user may 
come to the CAS DC without any idea of what simulant to use. In this case, the most important 
physical or chemical properties will be identified (usually with help from Simulant Program 
scientists). 

A second database maintained by the Simulant Program is the Chemical Fate and Effects 
Database (CFED). The CFED contains fate and effects information and related properties on 
(currently) 68 chemical. species, including the most commonly used outdoor simulants. The 
CFED also resides on the same VAX as the CASDC, but because the need for chemical 
s:ructure and graphics was less compared to the textual requirements, is programmed under 
RBase. 

The CFED 

MODELING 

Modeling has become an important aspect of the simulants program in two basic areas: 
1) development of prediction or estimation models for a variety of physical, chemical, biological 
and thermodymic properties, and 2) use of molecular modeling and computational chemistry in 
simulation and simulant selection. Both areas have had a significant and direct impact on the 
Simulant Program, and both continue to play important roles in the selection of simulants. 

The estimation and prediction of properties has provided valuable information when 
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screening potential new simulants. While it is impossible to measure appropriate properties for 
large numbers of chemical compounds, it usually only takes a few minutes to use many of the 
estimation methods currently available. Although there are a great deal of routines available in 
the literature, because of the unique nature of the compounds of interest to CRDEC, most of the 
estimation methods had to be reparameterized or completely redone. 

The growth of molecular modeling and computational chemistry has surfaced as an 
important aspect of the Simulant Program. Computational chemistry programs are capable of 
computing or estimating a variety of physical and chemical properties (described more in depth 
in a subsequent paragraph). Molecular modeling capbilities at CRDEC allow one to compute 
a number of properties, and permit direct comparisons between the computed properties of the 
simulant and the computed properties of the agent. 

ENVIRONMENTAL 

With increasingly more stringent requirements being placed on the use of chemical agent 
simulants, awareness as to identifying "environmentally safe" simulants has dramatically 
increased over the past several years. Because outdoor testing is necessary, and in many cases 
cannot be adequately modeled by chamber or laboratory test, making sure there is an adequate 
list of approvable outdoor simulants is a major thrust within the Simulant Program. 

The evironmental area has been actively involved in using existing state-of-the-art 
techniques for measuring the toxicity and environmental damage of simulants. In addition, 
research is underway to develop new methodologies that are faster and cheaper than existing 
tests, but still provide sufficient information for detailed analysis and determination of the 
environmental hazard. 

Because of the changing requirements, many simulants in use outdoors today may be 
banned from use in the very near future (1-3 years) . It is, therefore, paramount that those 
suspect simulants be identified, and that research is begun to find adequate replacements for 
those simulants. 

PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES 

The proper selection of a chemical (and a biological) agent simulant is an adequate match 
of appropriate physical and chemical properties. Without this proper match, an entire 
experiment or test could be invalidated and the results meaningless. Knowing the phyical and 
chemical properties of the agents and the simulants, then, is a vital aspect of the simulant 
selection procedure, and provides the foundation for the CASDC, good simulant selection 
criteria and methods, etc. 

For this reason, the Simulant Program has an active program to measure a variety of 
physical and chemical properties of chemical agent simulants. Although, in principle, the 
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physical properties group could be asked to measure any property of a simulant, the most _ 
commonly asked for properties are vapor pressure..and liquid density~- )I"~ (_c:JS.·Y., 0 ~L 
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CRDEC Data Base Managernenl Syslern 

1. Fate G Effects Data Base 
2. Simulanls Data Center (MACCS) 
3 .. ILO Chemica 1 & Phys ica 1 Properl ies (MACCS) 
4. ILO Toxicity Screening Data Base 
5. EPA Safely Dala Sheets . 
6. Chemical/Physical Properties Data Base 
7. Chemical Hazard Response Information Syslern (CHRIS) 
8. Registry of Toxic Effects of Chemical Substances (RTECS) 
9. Materials Properties and Cor~atibilities Dala Base (PLASTEC) 

10. Analytical Methods for Agents and Simulants 
11. Fine Chemicals Directory CMACCS) 
12. Set a new pass~ord 
13. Send corrmenls or quest ions to the system roonager 
14. Exit 

Enler lhe number corresponding lo your choice: 



APPENDIX C 

ENVIRONMENTAL FATE AND EFFECTS DATABASE 

Recent emphasis of environmental issues concerning simulants was i nitiated 
in a study l ed by Capt. Bennett in 1984. This effort reviewed uses of 
simulants and . they selected 25 chemicals where summary data sheets were 
prepared for each chemical. These data sheets listed physical and chemical 
parameters as well as toxicological and environmental data. In 1985 TA3-I 
was started and I went to Mr. Stuempfle with a program to address data gaps 
in environmental data for simulants. Initial efforts concerned 
environmental fate assessments conducted by Howard et al. 1 1986 and 
environmental hazard ranking of chemical agent simulants by Reinbold et 
al. I 1986 1 1987. These efforts provided the information required to plan 
and prioritize research efforts in the environmental fate and effects 
area. 

In 1986 - 1987 the Environmental Fate and Effects Database was developed . 
Initially i t was a combination of the Bennett report and the Howard 
report. Mr. Lawhorne directed the application of the user friendly system 
and made it available under the _Data Management Office system. The 
database has continued to expand from the initia l 25 chemicals to 65 
chemcials in 1992. Every year the database is edited with new information 
on existing chemicals added and additional data sheets on new chemicals 
developed. The format of the database and the referenced information have 
made this database very useful to DoD users. 

Contract research efforts were initiated in FY85 and 86. Pacific 
Northwest Laboratory (PNL) was selected to conduct studies on DFP and 
DIMP. The data generated are indicated on Figure 1. Syracuse Research 
Corp. (Howard et al.) generated environmental fa te assessments. The Corps 
of Engineers Construction Engineering Research Laboratory (CERL) conducted 
research on hazard ranking and environmental risk on simulants. Under 
TA3-I research was also conducted to determine the transport and microbial 
toxicity of C-8 in soil columns. In FY87 and 88 1 PNL continued to conduct 
research on selected simulants GEES and BIS. CERL assessed potential 
ecological impacts from simulant use through a survey of simulant use at US 
Army installations. Inhouse laboratory research was initiated to screen 
simulants f~r their toxicity to plants and earthworms. Dr.White and I 
identified additional simulants and in FY88 the major Directorates were 
asked for input. Research was initiated on the transport of simulants in 
soil in FY89 and 90. Studies continued on screening simulants for 
terrestrial toxicity and PNL conducted research on DEMand MS. In FY91 and 
92 1 PNL focused on environmental fate issues of MS in soil. Inhouse 
research concerned identification of the toxic component of the PCAS /CADS 
training mixtures. Research was initiated to address aquatic toxicity data 
gaps using Daphnia magna and the Microtox sytem. 
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CAS NO. 

1336-21 -6 
505-60-2 
126-63-6 
3658-48-8 
122-62-3 
109-79-5 
26264-06-2 
7778-54-3 
1305-78-8 

2698-41-1 
693-07-2 
77-92-9 

117-81 -7 
257-07-8 
141-28-6 
762-04-9 

. 105-53-3 
121-75-5 
311-45-5 
56-38-2 
84-66-2 
2050-20-6 
110-40-7 
123-25-1 
111 -40-0 
55-91-4 
1445-75-6 
627-93-0 
868-85-9 
756-79-6 
67-68-5 
34590-94-8 
64-17-5 
105-39-5 
109-86-4 
50782-69-9 

123-92-2 
67-63-0 
107-44-8 
789-6-6 
119-36-8 

Appendix c 

COMPOUNDS IN THE FATE & EFFECTS DATABASE 

NAME 

Ammonium Hydroxide 
Bis (2-chloroethyl) sulfide 
Bis (2-ethylhexyl) 2-ethylhexyl phosphonate 
Bis (2-ethylhexyl) phosphonate 
Bis (2-ethylhexyl) sebacate 
n-Butyl mercaptan 
Calcium dodecylbenzene sulfonate 
Calcium hypochlorite 
Calcium oxide 
Chlorinated lime 
0 -chlorobenzylidene malononitrille 
2-Chloroethyl ethyl sulfide 
Citric acid (anhydrous) 
DIESEL FUELS 
DS-2 
Di (2-ethylhexyl) phthalate 
Dibenz (b.D{1,4) oxazepine 
Diethyl adipate 
Diethyl hydrogen phosptionate 
Diethyl malonate 
Diethyl mercaptosuccinate,O,O-dimethyl phosphorodithioate 
Diethyl p-nitrophenyl phosphate 
Diethyl p-nitrophenyl thiophosphate 
Diethyl phthalate 
Diethyl pimelate 
Diethyl sebacate 
Diethyl succinate 
Diethyle netriami ne 
Diisopropyl fluo rophosphate 
Di;sopropyl methylphosphonate 
Di1'ethyl adipate 
Dirr.ethyl hydrogen phosphonate 
Dimethyl methylphosphonate 
Dimethyl sulfoxide 
Dipropylene glycol monomethyl ether 
Ethanol 
Ethyl chloroacetate 
Ethylene glycol monomethyl ether 
0-ethyl S-(2-diisopropylaminoethyl) methylphosphonothiolate 
Improved Chemical-Biological Agent Decontaminant 
Isoamyl Acetate 
Isopropanol 
Isopropyl methylphosphonofluoridate 
Methyl Phosphonic Acid 
Methyl salicylate 
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127-18-4 
108-95-2 
96-64-0 
110-89-4 
25322-68-3 
27306-79-2 
763-18-69 
497-19-8 
7681-52-9 
127-52-6 
1310-73-2 
7758-29-4 
2551-62-4 

134-63-677 
126-73-8 
122-52-1 
78-40-0 
512-56-1 
7646-85-7 

Appendix c 

Perchloroethylene· 
Phenol 
Pinacolyl methylphosphonofluoridate 
Piperidine 
Polyethylene glycol 200 
Polyoxyethylenated tetradecyl alcohol 
Silicon Dioxide 
Sodium Carbonate 
Sodium Hypochlorite 
Sodium benzenesulfonchloramine 
Sodium hydroxide 
Sodium tripolyphosphate 
Sulfur hexafluoride 
Supertropical bleach 
Titanium Oxide 
Tributyl phosphate 
Triethyl Phosphite 
Triethyl phosphate 
Trimethyl phosphate 
Zinc Chloride 
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DATA FROM THE EIDTIRONMENTAL FATE AND EFFECTS DATABASE 

1445-75-6 Diisopropyl methylphosphonate 

SYNONYMS 

DIISOPROPYL METHANEPHOSFHONATE 
DIISOPROPYL METHYLPHOSPHONATE 
DIMP 
METHANEPHOSPHONIC ACID, DIISOPRDPYL ESTER 
p ~ !ISOPROPYL METHYL ESTER 
PHOSPHONIC ACID, METHYL-, BIS (1-METHYLETHYL) ESTER 
PHOSPHONIC ACID, METHYL-, DIISOPROPYL ESTER 

Chemical and Phy~· ... <:al Properties 

Boiling point e x t 1' a p o l a t e d 190.000 ·"'·C 
Boil in oint extra olated 174.000 "·C 
Boiling point extrapolated 211. 000 "'·c 
Flash ppint 71.000 "'·C 
Molecular weight 180. 190 
Solubility Cwater> 1. 500 g/1 
Specific gravity 0.976 
Vapor pressure 0 . 170 mm Hg 
Vapor pressure 0. 090 mm Hg 
Vapor pressure 0 . 220 mm Ho 
Volatility 165000. 000 mg/m3 

DESCRIP 1 ION 

C7H1703P 

0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0. 000 

~5.000 

0 .000 
25. 000 
2 5 . 000 
2 5. 000 
25.000 

;:. DIMP belongs to~ group of compounds known as organophosphate: . 
-. 

..... c 

·"'·C 
"'·C 
·"'C 
""C 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------1.' 
I I ; . : 
~M7T~~L~IT;A~R~Y~A~P~P~L~I~C~A~T~I~O~N~S~-----------------------------------------------

' ~ I 

: .. DIMP has spectral chara~teristics similar to those of the G-agents; 
~ ~ ~ therefore, it is used in simulations involving general remote 

detection . · ' ,. 
I r : 

i , ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------) ! 
I ' I 

' ~! _I_N_D __ U_S_T~R-I_A_L __ A~P~P~L~I~C-A~T~I~O~N~S~------------------------------------------------------
' --:1 DIMP ha5 no known industrial application. 

::I 
,. r-----------------~~~~~~~~~~-----------------------------------------ENVIRONMENTAL LAWS AND REGULATIONS 

·-,. 
,. 
f : , 

DIMP is not listed in the TSCA inventory. DOT classified the compound 
as a combustible li uid C49 CFR3173. 115(b) ) J it should be han d led as 
described in 49 CFR 172. 101 . DIMP is not listed as a hazardou s waste 



,I under the RCRA or as a hazardous substance under the CERCLA or the 

:I 
I : ~1 ----------------------------------------------------~---------------------------------
1 ,! 

,, -;~~~~~---------------------------------------------------------------------------'TOXICITY 

: ~' ~~~~--~~~~~~~~-! ·j Mutagenicity : DII'1P was non-mutagenic when administered to mice, rats, i '. ~· _a~n_d __ d_o~g_s_._<_l_0_9 __ > ______________ ~------------------------------------------------------
i .. ~ Reproductive Effects: When rats were given DIMP at dietary levels of i · ~! ~1~0~0'-~3~0~0~0~p-p-m--,'<'1~0"9~i.--n-o-.t'e~r~a't_o_g~e~n-,i~c~e~f~fne~c~t~s~o~r~Ja~o~s~e--r~e'l~a~tLe~d~r~~~p~-~, 7oJd7u~c~tLl"o~n=-----
l ·.! responses occurred. I ~· ~~~~~~~~------------------------------------------------------------,., ! 
i ·· -· _T __ u_m_o_r_l_- ~g_e_n_i_c_l_. _t~y_: ___ N_o ___ i_n_r_o_r __ m_a_t_l_· o_n ___ r_o_u_n_d_. __________________________________________ _ 

j _'_'_,:, ,Er.rc~o,t~o~x". 7izc~i_t~y~:~~D_I~M~P~~b~u~r~n~=~d~-t~h~e~~l~e=a~f~t~l~· p~s~o,f~B~lTa~c'-k~V~a-=l~e~nct_l_·n~e~b~.e~c~-n~s~a~n~d~=----Whitchita Wheat at aqueous concentrat1ons oP 10-40 ppm. In greenhouse I : , ! herbicidal screening tests at Ft. Detrick, DIMP spray appli cations at 0 . 1 and .l ·-pound per acre resulted 1n no lnJurous effects t.::; ;-::.ce, morning nlory, beans, oats, and soybeans <Reference 66, pg E-4>. Gross pny-.otoxlcl~Y responses to ooth tall rescue and shor~-n~edle pine have been determined for DIMP . Severe damage occurred in both plant ~pec1es at follar mass Ioadlngs of 1 to 40 ug DIMP/crr.2 . Ta,..1..,.1 ______ _ 
fescue was found to be more susceptible to DIMP damage than t he short needle pine . Sev~rel~ defol1ated plants exh1b1ted new grow~h within 21 days indicati~g a transient impact . In vitro stwdi~s performed inditate that photosynthesis is affected, but not d:rk respiration. Fu-ther studies show DIMP to inhibit photosyst~m II. Cc.nditional LD50 values calculat~cl for the soil/earthworm :::::s:;y - wer_e ___ __ 
1 500 u q / g. ( 322 ) -· - ---- --··· --·-· --
Human E~posure Criteria · 
f ·or D IMP. 

Route 

Oral Duck 
B::.rd 
Mammal 
c~tt e 
{::C!lvesl 

Presently, no TLV-TWA values hav;; b2en found 

Do:e 

1490 mg/kg 
1000 mg/lig 

503 mgikg 

750 

Effec ts/Rema;· k ~-l RefT .. 

LD50 <45 ! 
LD50 <4::: .! 
LD50 \45 ; 

LD50 ( 45 :• mg./kg ---- --- ------------ --- - ----------=----- ------------------ ---·-----------·-----

. . . . . ' 

' 

Inhalation 

Percutaneous 

· ,., Eye 

!'1 ice 

Rabbit 

577 mg/m3 
1.43 ltil n ) 
average 

.>2"00 mm3/kg 
undiluted 

0/10 died u;ith:n 
14 days att:~ !' 

exposure . No toxic 
s 1 g n s 3~ ~-,;-----------

No irr1tatio1. 
at the site of 

application <325) 

0.25 mm3/eye Inflammation, 
! · ~! ------------------------------~u~n~d~i~l~u~t~e~d~--------------~m~i~l~d~~t~o~s~e~·~v~~~·~e~'-------------: ,.i neg . 24 hcu~s; 

i! 
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lacrimation, ~dema 
-slight, r,eg. 

24 - 48 hrs . \ 325~ ---- --



REACTIVITY 

Alkal i and Alkaline Ear h Metals : An e~othermic reaction may occur 
upon m111ng DIMP w1th a kal1 and al ~ aline earth metals . 

. zo ompo unds : 
" conditions. 

A~ o comrounds may react w1th DIMP to produce hazardous 

Caust i cs : Under alkaline conditions, the hydrolysis of DIMP ~ields 
. I ., isopropyl alcohol and mEtal sa l t of methylphosphon1c ac1d . 
··: 
· ~~~E~p-o-x~i'd_e_s_:--~T~h-e--~r~e~a~c~t~i~o~n~rb~e~t~w7e~e~n~D~l~M~P~a~n~a~e~p~o~x"l~ar.e~s=-~m~a~y~~p~r~o~a~u~c~a~---------------
., 1 hazardotJS conditions . 
. i 

. 
I •j.: 
I ' 

I; ; 

Mineral Acids : Excessive strong mineral acids can cause DIM? to 
decompose and primar i ly y1eld alcohol and methylphosphonlc ac1d~!fO 

: ~·-=~--~---=----~------~~----~----~--~~~~~~~~~~--~~.-----~--~~ 1 : , Organic Peroxides : There is very lit t le ava1laflle 1nforma t 1or. on t. ~l<? 

.. . 

. : 

reaction between DIMP and organic peroxides . The reaction ma y proc uce 
hazardous cond1t1ons . -------

Oxidiz1ng Agents : The exhau$tlve ox1dat1on of-urMP can y1eld tox1c 
and cor rosive fumes of oxide s of phosphor us, sulfur , nitroge r., and 
heat . 

~-.cess1ve o~lo1z1ng ac1ds can de c omp ose DIMP 
to y i e l d hea t and t oxi c fum~s of nitro gF n o -. i d e s, 

--ph OS j:>iiG I U f· O ~l OE :: . 
sul f ur o -. id ~ s a n d 

Re dli Clng Agenr s : r or 1n f oi' rr.a-. 1on on t r 1~ r eau c 1ng .:~ae ril;-s-;- s e ? a iTa l l'·--- - - ··- · 
a nd al kal i ne ear th meta l s ab~ve . 

------- ----- - - ----
Wa t Er R e~ct ive s : Th e wa t ei' reacti ve mat e r ials may react wi th DIMP to 
rroduc e-· r.ig h ly un~ tab l e m?. xt ure s, hea t a nd t o xic.and /~f-l-.iir~m5ti fe----·-- · 
ga s e s . 

- ----· - ----·-·- ---··-- -- - - -··- ·- ·- ·-· - -- .. 

ENVI RONMENTAL FATE AND ~FFECTS 

ENVIRONMENTAL FATE/EXPOSURE SUMMARY : Di isopropyl me thylphoep honate 
<DIMP> is a by-pr o duc t of GB nerve gas product1on . T~l1 tary use 
of DIMP is a s a G-agent simul~nt . No industrial or consuma r uses of 
D1MP were found 1n t he I1terature. DIMP b1odegrades 1n the s o1I bu t 
at a v ery slow rate . Bi odegradation in water is extemely s l ow also . 
PFio t oliJSl S l. bo-t h th rect anc 1nd1re c t >. an~ydro! ys1s are ins lgTUflcan·t - - 
removal mechanisms for DIMP . DIMP does volatil i ze slowly f~om soil 
bu t 1s not expec -.; eo t c vcla'r1l1ze much---:rrom wa1;er . Atmosp n!?T'l C 
half- l i f e i s es t i~a ted t o be 3 . 0 days ba sed on hydroxyl r a d i c:l 
o~1da\;1on . Sorpt1on t o so1I may oc c ur t o some extent but DIMP w1ll 
migrate e1.tensiv~ly in groundwater . Bioconcentration in animals has 
not been demons -c r .;; tP.d .~ however, b1oconcen-rrat1on 1n some p l .an;:s has. 

i : ; 
! , . -: -A~R~T~I~F~I7C~r~ArLr-?S"o~u~R~c~£~~~:--~D~: I~t~.~~P~m~a~y~b~e~=r~e~l~e~a~s~e~ar-~t~o~~Q·h~e--e~n~~-.-l~r~o~n-m=-e~n~~,~~a~s---------------

,_ emis s ions or in wa s t ewa ~ er during the pr odu c tion of GE ne rve gas of 
· , which i t is a by-prod uc t (152) . It may also be released or sp1 l led : 

' · · durin g it s transpC~rt, ~ t or age or use a !; a G- agent simulant ( 1 :!. 8) 
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~~----------------------------------------------------------------------
,[ TERRESTRIAL FATE: DII'lP is mobile in soil as evidenced by its 

! 
i 
I 

'. 1 groundwater migration at the Rocky Mountain Arsenal <152, 153). O' Donovan and Woodward ( 154) also demonstrated that DIMP is mobile 
. 1 under simulated irrigation conditions. DIMP, 1n spite of its '! relatively high water solubility and low vapor pressure evap~rates ·· from soils (119). EvapCiration losses were 19% from a soil biometer flask (119), < 5% from dry soil and 18% from moist soil in 10. 4 days 
•• <154>. DIMP applied in trrigation water 1s u t:tma ely distributed .. i throughout the soil profile, thus demonstrating that DIMP mbves with 

or 1n groundwater has 
that hydrolysis in soils 

i :1 
! ·--~~~~-=~~---=~~----~~----~~~~----------~~--~-----------.------ -----! ··: AfJUATIC FATE: Biodegra::lation of DIMP in natural waters was not 

' I 
• j4 

.. , 
: ' 

observed after a twelve week incubation period <119) . Hydrclusis _a_n;_d ____ __ photolysis are insignificant removal mechanisms <119> . DIMP tiid not 
bioconcentrate in either ducks or quail (155> or in bluegills <156'->~-------

: : __AI~DSPHERIC FATE: DIMP in the atmosphere is estimated to have a ______ _ : · · hc:; :. F-life of 3 . 0 d.nys based on oxidation by hydroxyl radicals (126>. 
. : : ~t'~~ high water solL•bUity would also suggest that washout of DIMP will 

b~ an important process . 

BIODEGRATATION : In aq_ueous media ,. DIMP did not biodegrade after 
incubation for 12 wnek~ in natural water or for 6 weeks with 
acclimated soil organisms <119). Additionally, no biodegradation was observed when DIMP was supplemented with other carbon sources such as glucose, yeast extruct. glyceroL and succinate . In soiL hol!.•ever, DIMP wa~ bicdegradPd. Soil which h~d been innoculated wit h a cc limated soil mineralized DIMP a t a faster rate than unacclimated soil. 
However . biodegr adation rC3te s w~rc s low : the unacclimated soil would have reQuired mo r e tnan 3 years and the acclimated soil more th an year to mineraliz~ 50% of the DIMP. These rates were at 25 C; at 
C, DIMP biodegrade tion i n so i l al mo~t ~ompletely stopped <119 >. 

one 
10 

AB lOT IC DEGRADATElN: DI MP h '! ci: d y s i ~ hc:il f-1 i ve s- at f/5-C-,- · ~-. ~ :ap.oiate!:f" ___ .. 
from h~tirolysis 1 a t e s 3~· 98:' -?.0 .- anci 80 C (66), were cal_ cu l a~=~ .-!_~ _ be .. --- · 530 •Jears <119) unc! '687 year s (i:-6) . Extrapolation was t .o lC: C since this wa~ consider ed to h e a more representative temrerature of 
groundw3ter in a temperate climate (66). Photolysis UJas also founcl to be an ).nsignificant remnv<:l mechanism for DIMP ( 119 ) . DIMP, i_!l._bot.tL _ ___ _ d i stil l ed and Rocky Mou~tain Arsenal water, did not photoly ! e when 
exposed to light C>C:90 r.m ! fo;- 232 hoLtrE (9. 7 day_?_LUJ,~ _ __j'"! tl}_~------ atmosphere, DIMP is estimated to have a half-life of 3 . 0 days due to oxidation by hyclr cx ul rcdicals (126). 

B!OCONCENTRATION: DIMP diC:: nc:t bioconcentrate in the adipoSLQf _____ _ either ducks or quail (155) or in bluegill fish (156) . Sli gh t 
bioconcentration did occur. howev~r, in sugar beet , carrot . wheat and bean plants grown be>th ~udropcnically and in ~oil <154). In ge~er-~1-.---the leaves of th~ pl~nt ~ had th~ hiohest bioconcentation facfcr 
relative to the h~dropo n ic medium or the soil . Wheat leave~ (so il grown) were found to hav e a bio c oncentr~tion factor of 11 . O, t he 

----~~~-----highest of the plants listed above . DIMP applied to corn leaves did ·· not translocate but when applied to sugarbeet leaves, absorbed and translocated to all par t s of the plant (except to new leav2s ) after 72 hours (24). Repeeted applications of irrigation water, whic h is 
contaminated with D!MP ma~ result in absorption , translocatio~ and 
bioconcentration of DIMP in plant tissue (24>. 
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SOIL ADSORPTION/MOBILITY: DIMP is mobile is soil and as 
=.'i evidenced by its detect1on 

the Rocky Mountain Arsenal Some 
1 may occur, 1 oun . a., a er 
1 ,. 32 days of operation, 87/. of the added DIMP remained in the m~dium of 

. ~1 -a---s-o~i~l~p-e __ r_c_o~l~a~tro-r--.--~T~h-e~y-,~s~p~e~c~u~l~a~tre~d~TtLh~aLt~. 'tnh"e~~r~e'd'u-c't'l~' o __ n __ o~f~D~InM~P~-------------
concentration may have been due to adsorption since no further 
decrease in DIMP concentration occured after an additional 18 week·s of .. 

. I operation.-I:: , 

1

·: 1 VOLATILIZATION FROM WATER/SOIL: O'Donovan and Woodward (154) studied 
· I the volatilization of rad1oactive DIMP (20 ppm) from dry and moist ,: ! soil. DIMP was mixed with soil in columns 4 inches deep and air 

I 
~~l;r~e~c~e~~a~c~r~o~s~s-.~~~s~u~r~a~c~e~s-. --~~~e~r~a~p~p~r~o~x~1~m~a~~e~y~~~~o~u~r~s~.~~. ~----

,;i days> of treatment, the dry soil retained over 95/. of the initial 
1 •·· radioact1v1ty wh1le ~he mo1st so1l reta1ned /8%. In batch so1l I . 
j •: biodegradation te::ts performed by Spanggord et al. (119), 19~{ of the 
t :.' total 14C:-DIMP volatllued from a soli b1ometer flask duru;g :.34-=-w:-:-:e=-e~k-=s---, : 

incubation . When applied to corn and suga~beet leaves , 96-97% of the 
~ : . DIMP volatilized, respectiv~ly (2 

·· vJATc.R CONCENTRATI:JNS: In 1974, DII'1P concentrations as hig h -a: 44 ppm 
were detected in g~oundwater near one of the Rocky Mountai n ~rsenel 
waste disposal ponds (152) . GrounduJater concentrations range d from 
this high concentration down to the detection limit of 0 . 000~ ppm 
C152J. Groundwater from Pit 4 of the Rocky Mountain Arsenal 
containt?d 1 . 10 prur. DIMP while North I3C'Ig surface water cont3in ;; d from 
0. 26 to 0 . 27 ppm DH1P (119). DI MP conctmtrations in one of the waste 
stor~qt> pon ds <Ba::in F) at th: Ro::ky l'lo untain Arsenal was ~Oijn d to ·~----
11. 3 ppm (157!. C::ne dt' CL' mer,t i: ::.ued in 1982 (158), howeve7'· .. eports 
that th& compound dimethyl mPthvlphosphonate (DMMP> may have c een 
incorrectly identified ~s DIMP. Thus, some previous moni tori~ g data 
for DIMP rna~ be incorre ~ t . 

EFFLUENTS CONCENTRATIONS: OIMP concentrations in brine ef~luent from 
GB ne1·.-r: a gent . d 1: rosa 1 rang E?d f; om 9 to 31 ng 79Tf~1-. --·------·-- --- ---·-- · 

· St::::.D I ME FIT? scrrc-c ON:: ~N ' R""A'TTOT-4: __ _ 8 Q 1 1coT1 !? cTe-tr at t h e Roc k y-~; c: u , , t-a·i n - · .. - - - - -· 
A:senal for biod egra d at~. on ~tvdies c ontained from 1 . 0 to 2 . ~ ~ p m DIMP 
and sol.l from Flt 4 cc:-. 't.:nne>d 7.10 ppm DIM!"' (119). 

, --p-m:ffiABLE~110TES 0: HU11Ar'·' E XPOSDR"ES : The most probable raL1t: e of human--- ----· 
er.poSLirt: t.o DII"iP is fro•n contaminated groundwater . 

----~--------------------------------

. ' 
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~-----------------------------------------------------------------------------' ! .. 
' ~: ~7~576~7~9~-~6r-----~o~l~m~e~t~h7.y,I~m~P.~.t~h~y~l~p~h~o~s~p~h~o~n~a~t~e~---------------------r(~~·n~. ·~3~an>~2~Pr("O~>c~H~3.-

I 'i~ ~~~----------------------------------------------------------, · I SYNONYMS 

l •· i~~~~~~~~rrn~IM~~~~~~~-------------------------------------------------, "1 DIMETHDXYMETHYLPHOSPHINE OXIDE 
1

··.' !1,--;:;D,....I-:::M-=E=T"'H~Y;;-L-=M=E=T .... HA..,N,E..,-,.,P...,H,...O,..S,P ... H~O;;-oNi"i'A ...... · T_E _______________ _ _ _ _ ____ _ DIMETHYL METHYLPHOSPHONATE 
i ··:~

1 

~D~t~1M~P~~~==~~~~~~~~~=-~-=====---------------------------------i "! METHANEPHDSPHDNIC ACID. DIMETHYL ESTER 
; ·· : PHDSPHONIC ACID, METHYL-, DIMETHYL ESTER 
~-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

' . ' 
. . 
~---------------------------------------------------------------------------' . 

' :·! Chemic~l ~nd Physic~l Properties 

Bo iling point 181. 000 ''·C C:. 000 
Densn:y 1.J.55 g/c:m3 ~-= .000 ·"·C 
Density 1. 145 g/ cm3 2•::·. 000 ··'·C 
rlash po1nt (closed cup1 104 . 400 xc 0 .000 
Flash point Pensky-Martins 93 . 300 AC 0. 000 F 1 a s r, p o 1 n t t c 1 o s ~ d c u p ) 43. 000 ,x. ---r.:-:-o·otr-----
Flash point <clo~ed cup ) 105. 000 AC 0. 000 Me 1 tin g p o in t -50 .000 ..-.C ,:] . 00"'0.----------
Mclecular weight 124. 090 . C.OOO s p e c i f i c g r a vi t y ------------------------- ....-1-. -:;1-;4;-;5;;----·------2~~:-ooo ---c--- - -
V~por rressure 0. 870 mm Hg 25 . 000 AC Vapor p r·essure 0 . 610 mm Hg·----·-25 . 000- .~.c---·-·-· 
Vapor p re~sur~ 1 . 000 mm Hg 30. 000 AC 1/ a p o T :; p e c i f i c g T' a v i t lJ 4 . 300 --i~-. 000 
Viscosity 1 . 810 cs 25. 000 AC vc. l.=ti1 ity 4100 . ooo mgrr~3-- -- - - ·- C•. 6oo ·- -- ·- --· 
Vo la t ili ty 2::. ooo ····c 

DESCRIPTION - - - ---- -------- - --------------- -------- - --- - ·--- --- --
DMMP belongs to a group of stable organophosphoru s esters ~no~n as t he 
Cll a II( ':.l.:. a I k y lp h osp h onat e s. I 't: l s class 1 f '1eoas_a_ i:fi'esteri3-r
methylphosphonic acid . 

MILITARY APPLICAT I ONS 

The volatility of DMMP is s i mi lar to that of many non-p~rE is:an t 
G-agent; . Becaus: of this, DMMF has been used to study 
vulnerabilities of mili t ary vehicles, shelters . protective ma: ks, and filters . freon de contam i nation, chemical unit and team dec ontamination 
capa~ i lities . and aircraft spray tank dissemination . DMMP i5 used 
commonly with thic~eners and dyes. 

INDUSTRI AL APPLICATIONS 
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:I 
;..-.,.I .... n,_--,ir-.n"""*dT1o,.s""'t""r...,...y--:-,--1[)~1M1""'11PtJ:r-x..-· ...-s--.u' s e d a s a f 1 am e ret a r dan t ad d 1 t i v e and v 1 s c o s i t y 

depressant in resins (e . g . , unsat•Jrated polyesters and epoxie·:> . It 
1s us=: n . _,. . a -len, p 1on . 
compouncl is also u5ed as a preignition additive ~or gasoline , as an 
ant1foam agent, plast1t1zer and stabilizer, teY.t1le cond1t1on:r and 
antistatic agent, and as an additive in solvents and low temp:rature 

I) 
I.~. 'E~N~V~I~R~D~t~~M~E~N~T•AnL-oL-A~w~£~.-Ar.N~D~~~E~G~~o~LrA~T~I~o~N~s~----------------------------------------

1 ::! DMMP is listed in the TSCA inventor~,~ (45) . DOT regulat1ons class1fy 
I I 

I::'-~t_h~e-rc_orm~p_o_L_•n_d~~a_s~a~~c~o_mcb~u~r.-~tr.ri~b_l•e~~l~i~q~ur.i~d~-i=n~4~9~C~F~R~1~7~3~·~1~1~5_<_b __ >_; __ h_a_n __ d_l_i_n~g~-------
' guidelines are found 1n the hazardous mater1als table 
1 .. · <49 CFR 172. 101) . DMMP is not listed as a hazardous waste under the 
I j 

RCRA .. nor as a hazardous substance under the CERCLA or the Fi'JP..,.,c .... Ar-.---------

: : ; ---------~-------------------------------------------------------------------------

TOXICITY 

Mutagen1c1ty : In absence o~abo.lic act1vat1on, DMMP produced no 
! , mutagenic ~f.Pects to ba r. teria <Salmonella> in Ames tests {7B) , but was 
' ,.· --mo-tagen:tc to mouse lymp~oma cells <u!lt:n and w1ttlout metaoollc ----
. activation) ( 79). 

Reproductive E.Pfects: (162). DMMP reduced sperm counts, s p~rm 
·--mo1i"l"1:t t ~~ , an er---r e r '!.: 1 1 1 t y of rna I e- ra n,-:----:W"i~-li--i-ncr e =-s'ingo o s e s ~ f DMMP, 

the number of pregnancies decrea s ed, the mean litter size de~: eased, 
~nd t ht> percent o-:- res o~ptTons1·ncr!ia·se-~--------~ 

.. Tumar· i g en 1 c 1 t 1J : 
testin Q DMMP for 

; he Na'bon.-:;1 iaXlcologl) Program (4"5') 1 s c uri ;:ntT\]'" ______ .. 
carcin og enic activity . ---=---- ---- -------·--- -- --. --------·--

Ecot a:d c ity : TLct! <96 hr .): 51 mg / 1 for bluegills <Lepomis 
. mu c r 0 cTir us) i 38-68 mg / i for fa thea (( ml nn ows CPTme'ffl.£"1 e s ·--p·~ c·m~ 1 as) --_,.... --·-

<Vugwav Proving ~.,..ound .. unpublished data>. 
----~~~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Human Exposure Cr iteria · Presently, no TLV-TWA values hav e been 
establ is hed for Dt·1MF . T'fi(: compound cau5es 1rr1ta t 1on orthe eyes, 
skin, and respiratory t;act. · An organophosphorous compound. DMMP 

- c:pparentl~,J has little or no eftec t on cnol1nesterase leve"l ;; \ ;_.1'8- l\laval' ___ __ 
Surface Weapons C~:-nter, 198.2 Draft Report> (162>. The Army Surgeon 
General has approv ed ~h L ckened DMMP for use 1n f1elo decon~am:nat1on 
vulnerability teF ts as described in reference 163. 

Carcinogenisis : Sufficient evidence exists to indicate tha~ DHMP 
causes cancer of the ~1dney 1n male r~~~ - There 1s no ev1 dence o 
carcinogenic activity in female rats or female mice. The study of 
carclnogenlc act:t·,lty lfi male m:tce was ::.nadequate because OT' ::::ecreaseo:r----
survival rates . DMMP ie not listed in NTP's latest Annual R~port on 
Carc1nogens, However da~a w:tll probably support an NIP classl ~ 1cat1on 
of "reas onably an t icipa ii ed to be a carcinogen . " This is eq_u iv= lent to 

I . : an IARC classlflcatlon ~f ~E \SUfiltlent ev1dence 1n an1mals and . ' :, · inadeq_uate data in humans) <272j. 
--------~-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------'· 

' · Route Species Dose Toxic Effects (Ref) 

l. 
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,.,.__ 
I ,i 
I ,t Oral Rat ,, 150 mg/kg 

(in corn oil> 
LD50 (326) 

. r Rat )4640 mg/kg LD50 ( ""70 • • , ' ~ 

: I Percutaneous Rabbit I )4640 mg/kg LD50 <79> 
I ·i 
I •! Eue Rabbit I Nonirritant (79> 

I : Skin Rabbit 4 hr. exposure M1ld Irrita~t <79> 

i ·.j 
i -,~R~E~A~c=. T=I~V~IT=Y~---------------------------------------~-----------------! 

! . 

Alkali and Alkaline Ear+.h Metal: : When DMMP is mixed with th:se metals, an exothermic reaction may oc·cur. 

Azo Compounds : DMMP mau react with azo compounds to produce r,azardou'--'s;:__ _ _ conditions . However, little info~mation is available on these conditions. 

Caustics: DMMP is slowly hudrolyzed under alkaline condition= to produce an alkali ~alt 0f methylpho~phonic acid and methyl alcohol ( 23) . 

· Non-oxidizing Mineral Acids : The non-oxidizing mineral ac i di can hydrol~ze DMMP to h i ghly flammable methyl alcohol (flash poi~~ 11 C) c:nd methylphosphunic ac i. d, a fairly f;trong acid (fir~!_ionL:a'dc~----·-· constant <pkl) 2 . 3 ct 20 - 25 C <48) ). 

O-:--g3nic P€·rcr.ide:; : Mix?.ng DMMP with or~anic pero ;:: rdes may._c-:-e.at_e _ _ __ ______ __ _ hazardous ccnditiCin s.: h:~uH:ver, little · infarmation is availab l e. 

Oddiz:ing Agents : Exhaustive c;::idation of DMMP can yield t::- x :.c and ~: or-r-osl -..: e fumes c•f or. ide ·:; of pnosphorus -and other -f or.ic- --::amf; ·.j,_. n·a-5-:- --~ · -·· ·· 
Or.idiz j ng Mineral Acids · 
DMMF t o ~ield tox i c fumes 
phosphor-us oxides . 

E >: c e :; s- o x i d i 2: i n g m i n e r a 1 
such as nitro ~ en oxides , 

acids ca~ decompose 
sulfur ~ x :des .. and 

Reducing Agents : ln ge~eral, dialkyl alkyphosphonates are re~istant -~Jl.J..,_:. ing__a~entL 1'1aterial: ~u..£h.......Ps ~.odium or alumi_B..UJTI .:;;r, a ~_g_am _ht:!ve __ _ little effect . Stronger reducing agents do react , but infc;mation is scant . An exothermic reaction mau occur, especiallu if the DMMP contains some wat~r . 

W~ter R~actives : DMMP can react with water reactive materials to · _ __yield heat alene u.1 ith tc.xic and / or fla:nmabl~ oase-==..:...· - --

' . 

ENVIRONMENTAL FATE AND EFFECTS 

ENVIRONMENTAL FATE/EXPOSURE SUMMARY-ENVS : Between 0 . 2 and 2 million pounds of DMMP are manufactured annually in the United State=. It is used as a flame r~tardant and as a viscosity depressant in polyester and epor.y resins . A military use of DMMP is as a simulant fo1 
n~Jn-per~istant G-agent5 . It is not known how much DMMP ent?.r= the environment, but it may be released during its manufacture and use . Appendix D 46..___ ----------. 



DMMP will hydrol~ze to the half ester and methanol with an es t imated 
· .. , half-li f e of 13. 2 years a C. . a - 1ves 1n mu y wa e;- ;ange rom 

7-210 days, depending on the initial DMMP concentration and the 
I 

temperature . DMMP half-llves 1n so1l range from 0.2 60 days w1th an i ' I average half-life of 12. 4 days. No information was found en 
volatilization rates, photolysis, or biodegradation. :I 

,ri ~A~R~T~I~F~I~C~I~A~L~s~a~u~RUC~E~s~.~A~R~T~s~:--'A~tLo~t~a'l~o~f~~2~o~o','o~o~o~t~o~2~~m-.i~l'l~i-o_n __ p_o_.,-J-n~d-s--o-·f~-------
"i f---..D....-:M_M-:P:-:-w:--e,r~e...,..m ...... a ____ n-::u-::f-:a:-c---rt•u.,.rr.e..,d.----i-n....-.:1--:9~7 ...... 7=--":i:b..:.y:-::-M--:o:-b~i-=1-=-=0~l!'""". =-1-=-C-::o-::r~p~o ..... r~a_t_:l....:. o=-n..-.:::a..;..n-=d~=;:..· ;..t.::a..:L'_:f....:f-.e;;..r.:__ ___ _ 
· 1 Chemical Company <121) . These two compan1es continue to be the sole 

, .. : producers of DMMP in the United States( 192>. DMMP is used a-:; a flame 
r • ~; -r~e~t~a~r~d~a~n~t~,~a~s=---=a-::n~l'-n~t-::e-::r~m~~~a~l-::a~t~e~l~n=-~t~h~e~m~a~n7u~f~a~c~t~u-::r~e=--o~f--:s-:e~v~e=-r~a~l~o~-~~hr-=e~r~-----
. ·.~l -Flame retardants (e. g., Fryol 76, Antiblaze 19>, and as a ¥"iscosity 
I -: ~~ ~a~e~p~r~e~s~s~a~n~t~l~n~np~o~l~y~•e~~~-~t~e~r~a~n~a~e~p~o~~~v-.r~e~s~l~n~s~<~1r.6~6~)-.---l~n=-~t~h~e=--•r~a~~~.,~. e~r~~u~s~e~.~-------

DMMP may be used as bot~ a viscosity depressant and flame ~ e tardant in 
the manufacture o ~ ba" htubs and shower stalls (166) . A m1l1 ~ary use 
of DMMP is as a si mulan t of non-per s istant G-agents <118> . 

I ~. --------------------------------------------------------------------------------• ~ ; 

. ; · . 

; . 
I I • 

TERRESTRIAL FATE : DMMP will hydrolyze in moist soils . Alt:tt•J '-' Qh no 
i.nforrr.ation was found, Mydr-::Lys::.s rates 1n mo1st soil will poDaDlyoe 
similar to those in wat:.:-r . ln environmental chamber studie: - DMMP at 
initial concentrations i n s c il f rom · iOO 1000 ug/g had hal f l ives from 
0.2- 6 0 days <1 6 7) . The a v erage h~lf-life was 12. 4 days . 
Temperatures ranged fro m 10-40 C, wind speed from 0-4 mph . a nd the 
soil mo isture content f r om 1-5%. Th~ transport of degrada t i o~ process 
r~sponsible for the loss of DMMP was not determined . 

AQUATI C FATE : DM!'1P in •.!.•ate: will h1Jdrolyze to form the ha lf ~::st- er and 
mGthane:l ( 168) . ~IJci rc L;sis ha lf - l ives , extrapolated fro m d:t. : at 
highe r t e mperat ur·eE (8(i. 9D.· an cl 9 8 C i ( 122) and unspecifi ed >:· ~ , are- -- - - - · 
e s tima te d to be 13. 2 Ue ·: r: ,o:t. 2C: C a nd 43. 3 years a t 10 C. l;, a s tu dy 
performe d by th e ' . ...! . S . Arrr. ~! (lt.· .: >, DMMP half- lives i n mudd·d wa ter ___ _ 
ranged fr om 7 - 2 10 d Qys The 7 day and 21 0 da y half-live s ccT~ e s p o n d ed 
to in i t i al DMMP .:::;n ce n t-:- a tions of 500 and 1000 ug / g and temp,;:; atures ----
of 40 and 10 c , r~spec t i v e l y . The removal mechanism for D~MF-
nowe ver , was no t ::pec 1f• ec Re~ ova"""Tma~ve oeen oue ___ t::. · :;·n-~-o-r-·m-ore __ ______ · 
mechani s ms such a s vo l a~ ili zatj o n . ads orption , hydrol ys is. 
u ,. odegT' -5 dat1on, c:.n d ·p h~ -r.o ."y s 1 s . - ··- --- - · - .. - · -- ----· ------· 

r~1 HOSPHt:..RIC FA it:.. : ! h e =:tmo:pti e:1C ha l f llt' e for DMMP 1 : e::!: l ii:a teo--fo 
i• e- 1 . 6 mo nth s < 1 7 :L ) • 

··--- ----·- ·- ·--

ABIOTI C DEGRADATI ON: DMMP will hydrolyze to th e half este: an d 
m~thanc:l <168 ). Ha lf-l ives fc-:-· DI'1MP ar-e calcu fat ed to be~3. 2·- ,,~ ears ·- ---- · 
and 4 3.3 lJea r s at 2 0 C .:nci 10 c .. r e s pectively . The;;e two ha l f - l ives 
wc= re CcJl c u lated f;- om 1-:i ~.e ti. -: da t a colle c ted at 98, 90, and 80 C (122) . 
The corr e s ponding rat € ~ o~ stan t s ( k~10-6sec - 1) for these t h;-e~ 
t e mperat ures wer e L 9 2, 1. 15, a nd 0 . ~0 . Activation energ t,~ •.:Ja:: 1~7---·--
kcal /mo l ~ and th~ log A fa c~ or wa~ 5. 8 7. The pH, however , wa s 
u n s p e c i f i e d . No i n f or mt; t. i or; u.:.:: ~ -PoL' n d on DMMP p h o to I y s· i s . 
Information is, howe ver . a vai i abl e on a similar compound , .:i i : oprop!,!l 
methylphosphonate <DII'1P ! . DIMP .. in both oist:illed and Ro d Mounta in 
Arsen~l water . did not phctclyze when exposed to light C>250 n m) fo r 
232 hours (9. 7 da!JS ) ( 119 ). ThL• :. , photolysis of DMMP may :alsc- be 
i nsignificant . 

BIOCONCENTRATION: The high water solubility of DMMP sugge st that it 
will not bioconcentrate in aquatic organisms. 

SOIL ADSORPTION / MOBILIT Y : The high wate r solubilitv o f DMMP s uggests 
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that it will not sorb to soils or sediments . Therefore, DMMP would be rough so1l and po~slblg enter groundwat~r . 

'I VOCAl ILIZA1ION FROM WAIER/SDIL: lhe low vapor pressure (0. 61 mm Hg at • 25 C> (118) and high water solubilit~ of DMMP suggests that it will not rea 1 y vo a 1 ize from water or so1ls . However, DMMP has been detected in the air liquid waste pond at concentrations as .high :1 as 109, 000 n9 m3 

ATMOSPHERIC CoNCENTRATioNS: DMMP amb1ent a1r concentrat1ons a~ ~nree edge of a hazardous liquid lagoon were 

., , PROBABLE ROUTES OF HUMAN EXPOSURES : Human exposure to DMMP p~obably 
I
' . : ~, -~Wl~lrlr-~oc~c~u~r~~p=r~l~m~a~r~l~l7.y~l~n~~o~c~c~u7.p~a~t•l~o~n~a~rl~s~e~t~t~l~n~g~s~.--~s~p~e~c~l~f~l~c~a~Irl~u~_-.~e~x~. p~o~s~u~r~e~----·· ' may occur at 0Mt1P production sites and where DMMP is used a: a flame ' I " I retardant and as a v1 , cos1ty depres~ant 1n polyester and epoxy res1ns . ··! 

' ~! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------' ... 
... 

' ~--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
! ::: 
i :.; 
' .. ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------! . 

-----·-----

- ----------------:-----------------------------------------------------.. ----- - -· 

,,. --------------------------------------------------------------------
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---- -- ------------~-~-~---.-..-----------
~·~~-------------------------------------------------~------------------

:l 

868-85-9. Dimethyl hydrogen phosphonate 

SYNONYMS 

DIMETHOXYPHOSPHINE OXIDE 
DIMETHYL HYDROGEN PHOSPHITE 
DIMETHYL HYDROGEN PHOSPHONATE 

<CH30>2P(Q)H 

DIMETHYL PHO~S~P~H~I~T~E, ______ ~----------------------------------------DIMETHYL PHOSPHOROUS ACID 
DMHP 
PHOSPHONIC ACID, DIMETHYL ESTER 
PHOSPHOROUS ACID, DIMETHYL ESTER 

Chemical and Physical Properties 

Boiling point 0. 000 171. 000 ··'·C 
Boiling point 25.000 AC 72. 500 '' C 
Flash point closed cup 0 . 000 95 . 000 ··'·C 
Melting point 0.000 29. 000 "·C 

110 . 000 Molecular weioht 0.000 
0. 490 

490000. 000 mg / 1 
1.200 
1 . 500 mm__lig 
1 . 060 centisto 

19200. 000 mg/m3 

-------- --------- ---·-------·-- - -----··- - ---- ·- ------- - - ·- . - - -- ·--. 

DESCR~TJ~J(__ ____ ~-------- - --- ------ -- ·----

DI'IHP ir. the chemically '1el.tt-:-al dime"thul ester of phosphoroLt :': -=cid . 

- - - --- ---- ------- --------- ------ ------- - - -·-------

MILITAR Y APPLICATIONS 

DMHF i~ a simulant used in studying th£ spectroscopic behav ior and 
ionic reactions of tne chemical agent VX. 

INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS 

'· DMHP is routinely used in industr~ as a lubricant additive and as an 
adhesive. <26) 

ENVIRONMENTAL LAWS AND ~EGULATIONS 

Dl"iHP is listed in the TSCA invt?ntory. (45) The compouna 1s no t liste,_,d,__ __ _ 
as a hazardous material b~ DOT, as a hazardous waste under the RCRA, 
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~- - ~ - - - .:!..-·.~-

or as a hazardous subst~nce under the CERCLA or the FWPCA. 

TOXICITY 

Mutagenicity: No info~mation found. 

" t-l .....;...R_e....!.,p_r_o_d_L,_c_t_i_v_e __ E_f_f_e_c_t_s_: __ t_'ll_o_i_n_f_o_r_m_,_a_t_i_o_n __ f_o_u_n_d_. ------------------

:; '~T7u::..:m:.;.:-:;-o r..:.....-=i..2g:...:e~n.:..:i:-:c=--=-i t~y.:..: --=--....:.A.:....:s~o;;..:..f_J_a_n_u:...;a=-r~y _1_9_8--=3_,_<.--:4=-5=-... _> ~D.....,M_H....:.P,.,-~i .:..s_;:_b...::e:....:i:....:n..:..;s~-=-t-=-e-=s:....:t:....:e:....:d:......__:b:_Y~-=t.:..h:....:e:-__ _ ·i National Toxicology Program for carcinogenicity. i 

'· l~ -=~~-~~----=~-~--~---~~-~------.-~--~~--------~----~~---------·:! Ecotoxicity: Pho:phonates wilL undergo photolytic reactions with I ·· _! _s~u_n~l~i~g~h_t~t.:....:o~p~r __ o_d_u_c_e __ o_r_t_r_,_oTp_h_o_s~p_h_. _a,t~e_s_. __ T_h,e __ o_r~t~hno~p_h_o_s~p_h_a_t_e_s_c_a_n _ _ s_e_r_v_e_a_s _ _ _ ! ·, a sole phosphorus sourc: to aquatic plants . (23) 
I :: 1~; -H~u-m_a_n~E~x_p_o_s_u_r __ e~C~r-l.--:. t~e-r~i-a-:--;P~r-e_s_e __ n't'l-y-,-n-=-o~T~L'V.-.T~WUA~v-a-.l_u_e_s_h,_a-v--e-.b_e __ e_n __________ __ l' ~~e~~~t~a~b~l~i~s_h.:....:e~d~-f~o_r_D_M_H_P_. _ _ _ ____________ ___ 
I: . 
: '- Ro u te Specie~ Dose Toxic Effects CRef) 
~ ; ----- -------

Rat 4250 mg / kg 

:' Eye Rabblt 20 mg /24 hr s . Severe Irr1 t ab.on (4'5',-----------
; : 

i 
I' 
I 

! . 

Rabo1;; 5u0 mg /d<+ hr·s . 

Rt:.ACT I\1 I TY 

Al kali and Alkal i ne Ear~h Metals : These metals may replace the rhosphorus-boncleci hl;!dr o ~ en on Dt1HP to y i el d hydrogen g_as (~Q_~ _!__y _ _____ ____ __ fl ammable and e xp losive \ and the metal derivative of the die; t er . <48> 
Azo Compounds : Little i nformation wa~ available according to 
referenc~ 26; how?var, it is possible that reactions between azo compo un ds ancl DMHP may produc e hazardou s conditions . 

Caustics: Under alkaline c onditions, Dt1HP undergoes hydrolysis to uield methyl alcohol (sRe mineral acids below) and the corresponding sc;lt of phosphon i c acid Also, some heat may be produced . -----
EpoT.ides : MiT.ing the;e mat~r~als with DMHP may produce hazardous cc:nd it i ens . 

Mineral Acids : DMHP ma y be h~drolyzed by strong mineral acid~ to y1elc methyl alcohol \h:..gh.ly hazardous .. tlash pcnnt : 11 C) a--ncr--- - - -- --phosphonic (phosphorous) aci d . 

Organic Peroxides : Rea~tion between these peror.ides ancl DMHP may create hazardous cond1t1ons. 

Or.idizing Agents : Alons wi t h heat, exha ustive oxidati on of DMHP may yield toxic an d corrosi v e fumes containing oxides of phosphorus, sulfur, and nitrogen . 

I · Oxidzing Mineral Acids : The reaction between DMHP and oxidiz i n g acids 
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I :1 .. , may yield heat and to1.ic fumes containing oxides of nitrogen , 
.. phosphorus and/or sulfur. :, 

j . ,-. ~R~e~d'"u~c:~l~n~g--A"g~e~n~t~s~:--~s~e~e--A~Irr.k~a~l~l~a~n~a~A~l,k~a~l~l~n~e.,E~a~r~t~n~M~e~t~a,l~s~a~b~o~v~e~.-----------------

ll . ·~w~a~t~e~r~R~e~a~c~t~l~v~e~s~:---r.zn~a~ar.ar. l~t~l~o~n~t~o=-~t~o~x~l~c=-~a~n~ar;r.o~r=-~f~l~a~m~m~a~b~lr.e~g==a~s~s~L~'c~n~a~s~-------
•1 hydrogen, (48) DMHP may react with these materials to produce heat . 

i ,::~. ----------------------------------------------------------·----------------------' . ' I .,' ENVIRONMENTAL FATE AND ~FFECTS 
I ~. ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------, · .. 
I ' !·.1 ENVIRONMENTAL FATE/EXPOSURE SUMMARY : Dim~thyl hydrogen phosphonate is 

~p~r~o~d'"u7c~e~d-cl~n~~S~l~g~n~l~f~l=c~a~n~t.-q~u~a~n~t~l~tr7l~e~s~a~n~a~~l~s~u~s--e~a~a~s.-=a-,f~lr.a~m~e~r~e~t~o~- r~a~a~n~t.---------

and chemical intermediate, and in lubricant additives and adhesives . 
It 1s net known how muc~ 1s released 1nto the environment. In so1 , 
DMHP will probably hydrolyze and leach into groundwater <wher~ it will 
completely hydrolyze) ; it will not volat1l1ze s1gn1ficantly . In 
water, DMHP will hydrcl~ze but will not evaporate readily nor sorb to 
sediments or biota . It is not known if DMAP biodegrades, ~lthough 1t ____ __ 
may photodegrade since diethyl hydrogen phosphonate appears to be 
photosensitive. The fa t e of DMHP 1n a1r lS not known, althou gh 
photol~sis may occur . 

ARTIFICIAL SOURCES: DM~P is us~d as a flame retardant in t e xt iles 
<161> and as a ch~mical intermediate, lubricant additive, and 1n 
adhesives C69). It is used by the military as a simulant for the 
spec:troscop1c: behav1or ·Snd ;.onlt react1ons of the chem1cal agent~ 
(161>. 

-----------· ----
TSRRESTF. IAL FATE : Df'IH? will hytiroliJze in mois t soils. Al tho;..' gh no 
ha lf~e canoe ~>n1:rr.a~-ecr--f'Or-The-soT1 m.:.tru . tT.enycrci""I~.,;~l: shouTd __ ___ __ 
be at l ea st as f a st as ~ n weter . DMHP will leach e1.ten s ive!y . 
poss1bl y rea cn 1ng groun r:wa-ce r wnere lf"""S11-oulonydrolyze ::t~ ii. p.o.et-ely-------·--· 
si nce its hydrol ~ :is ha 1f-l i fe ~ppears t o be one to two wee ks <122). 

AQUATIC FATE: DMHP r e l ! ased t o water wi ll hydrolyze with a ne lf-life 
of 10 days a t 25-,_. a n d :..9 da ys a"t"20 C ; 122.,----,raslC ::ond"l~ :.::lns s pe;:d _ ____ __ _ 
th e hydrolysi s (132} . T he ethy l homologue of DMHP has bee~ -eported 
to photolyze ( 134 : 1nd1 : ating that DMAP may also photolyze ; ncwever, 
no rate s can b~ ~~ti me t ~ d fo r either compound (134 ). DMHP will not 
so rb to s~diments or bi~ t~ and little or no volat i lization w1l l occur . 

ATMOSPHERIC FAT£: One stu d t,~ report :- that DNHP will photol yzs 1n moist __ __ 
air; however. no envirc ~mer.tally significant rates can be es~imated 
from ttH::ir data !.13. 

ABIOTIC DEGRADATION: Dr-1HP wi 11 hydrolyze 1 n wa t er ( pH unsp e;: i f;;. ecn 
with a half-lifE of 10 da ~,.Js at 25 C and 19 days at 20 C (! 22 ). This 
is ba s~d on kinetic- oat.:: ob t a i ned at h1gher temperatures (5C·-cr·cr-~-Y-£o 
determ in e an activation ~nergy CEJ of 22 CKcal/mole) and a 
preexponent1al c:oeff1c1ent (AJ of 1 . ~6 1. 10{+10) where K-AeY.p{-E/RTI. 
Hydrolysis appear ~ to be faster in base, although reports conflict as 
to how much faste~ hydr c lysl~ wl ll be . A French study (13~; presentr: e~a----
data for base hydrolysis that predicted a half- life on the order of 
several days woulo be e ~ pected for DMHP under env1ronmenta1 ccnd1t1ons 
CpH 7, see Refer~nce 120) while another study <132) presented data 
that pred1cted a f:alf-I:f: of 98 m1n . under env1ronmental cond1t1ons. 
A homologue of DMHP ha s been reported to photol~ze indicat ing the DMHP 
may a iso, althougn no rates were oe t ermlnea-TT34 ) . 
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: BIOCONCENTRATION: The low octanol/water partition coefficient suggests that DMHP wi 11 not bioconcentrate in aquatic org_an isms . 
' 
! SOIL ADSORPTION/MOBILITY : The low octanol/water partition co<1fficient suggests that DMHP lUi 11 not sorb to soils or sediments and, therefore, 
' would be exoected to leach through soi 1, possiblu reachin~ ~rvundwater • if complete hydrolysis did not occur first. .. 

" VOLATILIZATION FROM WATER/SOIL : The v~por pressure ( 1. 5 mm H9 at 20 ·: c), ability to hydrogen bond 1 and the high water solubility suggests that DMHP will not volatilize from w.ater or soils readilfJ . ., 
I 

'' i PROBABLE ROUTES OF AUMAN EXPOSURE: Primary human exposure appears to be fT·om its use as a flame retardant in textiles. 
1.: 1 
I , i .. ,~ ----------------------
! :. 
I ~. ------------~----------------------------------------------------- ---------
1 •• 

! " 
I .. ~! -------------------------------------------------~ : : ; 
! : 
! ~ ; 

~~ ~ -------------------------------------------------------------------------------; . . . ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

- ---------------------------------------------- -----·--------- ·----·--

-------------------------------- ------------------------------------- .. 

i ~.: 

I f j 

! : 

! ~ - i 
j •. ~: ------------------------------------------------------------------1.: 
1 l·i 

I" .-. -------.,...--------------------------1··: I. ';-----------------------------------------------------------·------------------. i 
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SIMULANT ADVISORY COMMITTEE 

• Expedited by CDE-PAT 

• Purpose 

o Provide a Better Conduit for Simulant Related Information o Get Other ARMY Organizations Involved 
o Identify Future Requirements for W A-03 

• Provide Guidance to Simulant Users 

o · As Early in the Process as Possible 
o Information the Developer can Use 

• Fits Well into the Goals of the Simulant Program 

• Kickoff Meeting Set for 2 March 



::r>t 

· ~ SIMULANT 'ADVISORY COMMITTEE COMPOSITION 
0. 
1-'· 
~ 

t:!J 

U1 
U1 

• Permanent 

o 3 CRDEC (G. Famini, A. Brozena, P. Coon) 
o 1 AMSAA (F. Liu) 
o 1 DPG (P. Harvey) 
o 1 USAF (J. MacDougal) 

• ·Ad Hoc 

o 1 MRDC/OTSG (G~ Berezuk) 
o . 1 NRDEC (D. Rivin) 
o 4 CRDEC (T. Mann, R. Wentsel, C. Whalley) 
o 1 TECOM (C. Chan) . 
o 1 DPG (L. Condie) 
o 1 MTL (A. Wilde) 
o 1 NSWC 
o 1 AEHA 
o 2 USAF, Brooks AFB, Eglin AFB 

.. 




